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Introduction
Logos Solvo is a solutions company operating in the Mobile Telecommunications Industry. As part of the well
respected Logos Group based in Europe, Logos Solvo has a global sales and marketing infrastructure that
enables it to effectively sell solutions to the Mobile Telecommunications Industry.
Logos Solvo creates innovative solutions by integrating products from strategic partners with its own suite of
in-house developed products.
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The Mobile Telecommunications Landscape
While each MNO’s requirements are unique, they all share a common goal of reaching four core objectives:
• Increasing ARPU
• Increasing subscriber loyalty
• Attracting new subscribers
• Reducing the average cost per subscriber
MNOs must constantly evolve and provide innovative service offerings to achieve these objectives and remain
competitive. In this competitive landscape, it is essential for an MNO to have the freedom to use different
solutions from different vendors, and have these solutions interoperate seamlessly. The focus has therefore
shifted towards open solutions instead of the lock-in strategy that some vendors employ.
Vendors supplying only SIM cards are often ranked as non-strategic vendors, and as a result experience high
barriers to entry into MNOs that have deployed solutions from the global SIM and solution vendors.
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Excellence as a Prerequisite for Solution Supply
Vendors of Mobile Solutions are encountering ever more stringent criteria from MNOs for supplying products:
•

Various solutions should be interoperable. Vendors have to support industry standards and commit to
making solutions work together. It is no longer acceptable to deliver a solution that is closed or proprietary,
and vendors have to be open to work with others to establish interoperability.

•

Solutions should be world-class with reference sites and case studies. MNOs cannot launch a service
based on an unstable platform. They are therefore looking for stable vendors with proven solutions.

•

As most solutions are mission critical, the vendor must have global support for its solutions. Support must be
available at a location close to the MNO’s operations, and the vendor has to ensure continuity of support.

•

MNOs want to break free from the dependency on a few global vendors and are looking for vendors that
are open and unbiased in their approach to working with partners and competitors alike.

Logos Solvo
Logos Solvo offers a growing number of solution products to MNOs exclusively through a global partner
network. All products are provided as turnkey solutions, and Logos Solvo manages the full implementation
process, including customization and integration.
Sales Partners have access to Logos Solvo’s experience and the company’s full list of reference sites, thereby
enhancing their sales arguments. Logos Solvo assists the Partner with the sales process, and takes care of the
support and maintenance of the solution at the customer.

CERTIFIED
PARTNER

To further enable partners to sell its products, Logos Solvo ensures that partners have the
necessary knowledge and skills to sell the solutions. This is achieved through a Partner
Certification Program. Under this product specific program, the partner is enabled to effectively
sell the product, ensuring that the MNO gets the correct information in a timely fashion to
facilitate its procurement decision process.

Products
Logos Solvo’s products include:
S@T Express Suite (S@TEx) - The S@TEx Suite consists of three main components:

S@T Gateway
Enables the Mobile Network Operator to move functionality from the SIM to an application
server, thereby saving valuable resources on the SIM.
DynaSTK Server
Allows Mobile Network Operators to access menus on subscribers’ SIMS and to update
them over-the-air (OTA).
Aperio OTA Server
This platform enables Over-The-Air programming of SIM cards in the market. Most of the
settings on the SIM can be changed,given that the SIM security requirements for OTA
updates are met.

Automatic Subscriber Activation - Enables mobile networks to drastically reduce SIM
provisioning costs. Operators are now able to delay payment of number ranges only when the
SIM cards become active.

TerraBook - Enables Mobile Network Operators and advertisers to define and create
advertising campaigns using a web based campaign editor.
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Mobile Advertising Campaign Manager - Enables Mobile Network Operators and advertisers to
define and create advertising campaigns using a web based campaign editor.
MAd

PINNACLE

Pinnacle Information Services - This application platform hosts SMS content for download by
mobile subscribers. The content is configurable and can include ringtones, logos, information
such as news, horoscopes, etc. Pinnacle interfaces with content providers to facilitate content
aggregation, and can host S@T applications that are accessible through the S@TEx Gateway.

Islamic SIM - Allows Mobile Network Operators to provide a useful set of services to their
Muslim subscribers. Targets entry-level mobile phones and prepaid connections.

ExpresSync - Provides subscribers with the ability to backup and restore both the SIM and
handset phonebooks, enabling them to easily retrieve their contacts in case their mobile
phone is lost. ExpresSync is deployed both as a stand-alone solution, or integrated with
TerraBook application.

Why Solutions From Logos Solvo?
Logos Solvo’s products are totally independent. There is therefore no strategy to lock MNOs into a SIM card
procurement contract. The S@TEx Suite will work with any vendor’s SIM cards, provided that those SIM cards
comply with the relevant open industry specifications. Furthermore, Logos Solvo offers a Vendor Qualification
Program to ensure interoperability. Under this program, the vendor is provided with a specification for the SIM
card, and its candidate SIM card is tested by Logos Solvo for interoperability on the relevant product installed
at the MNO. A report is provided to the vendor detailing any interoperability problems found, and the vendor is
able to continue correcting those problems until the SIM is fully operational on Logos Solvo’s solution.
Flexibility is built into Logos Solvo’s products, and each product consists of several optional modules that enable
an MNO to start using the product with the minimum upfront commitment, then upgrade the product as the need
arises. The pricing is also flexible to allow smaller MNOs to start using the products at a relatively low cost.

Advantage
With highly skilled developers, and product specific implementation and support teams, Logos Solvo gives the
partner and the customer a high quality product with excellent support. Partners are able to offer their
customers more than just SIM cards, and thereby gain a wider exposure to their MNO customers.
Logos Solvo enables its partners to break the stranglehold that the global SIM vendors have on the market by
providing alternative world class solutions. Partners gain access to all of Logos Solvo’s reference sites, which
adds significant value to their sales initiatives. Logos Solvo provides the partner with the required material in
the form of product descriptions, sales presentations, draft proposals, etc. to speed up their sales process.
This “ready-made” sales approach significantly shortens the time to market for a partner with a new solution.

Logos Smart Card
Logos Solvo’s parent company, Logos Smart Card, is the global leading independent
smart card Operating System (OS) developer. Logos Smart Card licenses its OS to
numerous independent regional smart card manufacturers worldwide, and its OS is
used in over 200 million SIM cards supplied every year.

CONTACT INFORMATION
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For more information on Logos Solvo or our products please contact us:
Email info@logossolvo.com
Tel +230 465 9761
Fax +230 465 8941
Or visit our web site on www.logossolvo.com
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